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NEW + IMPROVED 
ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS







A funny thing happens as a company grows. 

With success and sophistication often comes... more and more complication. 

More tools to manage. More people to coordinate. Less room for error.

At a certain point, you know you’ll need to find tools that can help you put 

process in place, while hoping it doesn’t sap all of the passion from your work.



everyone on your team
Enterprise is for



Enhanced Teams
Organize the users in your HubSpot account on multiple 
levels based on teams, region, business unit, product 
line, or any other dimension. Use Teams to control 
access to tools, limit visibility into your database, and 
easily segment or roll-up custom reports.

Available Now | All Enterprise Products



Single Sign-On
Enhance the security of your HubSpot account 
and gain more control over your team’s access 
by configuring a custom authentication provider.

In Beta | All Enterprise Products



everywhere you work
Enterprise extends to



Custom Slack Notifications
Keep your team connected to your customers everywhere 
they go with HubSpot’s native Slack integration. Send 
notifications in Slack based off conditions and triggers 
using Workflows in HubSpot.

Available Now | All Enterprise Products



everything you do
Enterprise supports



    SCREENSHOT      
    PLACEHOLDER

Custom Bots
Deploy useful bots that can assist with simple requests 
like surfacing relevant help documentation, routing 
inquiries to the right team, booking appointments, and 
more. Use custom code to handle any type of inquiry.

Available Now | All Enterprise Products



Enhanced Predictive

Automatically score and rank leads based on 
their likelihood to close as customers, factoring in 
hundreds of behavioral, demographic, firmographic, 
and technology factors.

Lead Scoring

Available Now | All Enterprise Products



Calculated + Rollup

Create fields in HubSpot that perform useful 
calculations and roll up data from other fields, 
like sales commissions and splits.

Properties

Available Now | All Enterprise Products



Multiple Currencies
Track and manage multiple currencies 
in HubSpot across your deals and reporting. 
Built in handling for exchange rates.

Available Now | Pro (30) & Enterprise 
Products (unlimited)



    SCREENSHOT      
    PLACEHOLDER

Manage recurring revenue and renewals right 
inside of HubSpot with improvements to 
revenue tracking & reporting.

Recurring Revenue
Tracking

Available Now | All Enterprise Products



Additional Reports

Set your teams up for success with custom reporting and 
dashboards. Quickly answer questions about your 
prospects and customers using a powerful, easy-to-use 
Report Builder. Manage your custom reports and 
dashboards from across HubSpot in one centralized place.  

+ Dashboards

Available Now | Pro & Enterprise Products



Relational Imports
Easily import contacts, companies,
deals, tickets, and products with relationships 
across objects.

In Beta | All Enterprise Products



As companies grow to operate in different regions, sell different products, and
exist across different brands, their marketing programs become more complex.

Marketing Hub Enterprise makes it easy to scale your marketing efforts across 
borders, brands, and virtually any other dimension.

Marketing Hub Enterprise
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Analytics Filtering
Create analytics segments by the country 
of the session, domain or a specific URL structure.

Available Now | Marketing Hub Enterprise
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Analytics Filtering
Create analytics segments by the country 
of the session, domain or a specific URL structure.

Available Now | Marketing Hub Enterprise



Content Partitioning
Use Teams to segment assets in HubSpot, giving 
the right users easy and uncluttered access 
to the right content.

Useful for international marketing teams, teams 
segmented across divisions, product lines, brands, 
or other dimensions.

Coming Soon | Marketing Hub Enterprise
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Send Frequency Cap
Set safeguards to avoid over-emailing your contacts 
in a given time period. Easily allow high-priority 
messages to override your safeguards.

Coming Soon | Marketing Hub Enterprise



Membership Driven

Restrict content access to internal audiences, paying 
customers, or other groups of people 
using HubSpot lists.

Content

Coming Soon | Marketing Hub Enterprise
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YouTube Integration
View detailed statistics on the performance 
of video content you've uploaded to YouTube.

In Beta | Marketing Hub Enterprise



Continuous Optimization
Automatically, and continuously test assets like lead 
flows with a single click, no need to manually create 
multiple A/B versions and worry about statistical 
significance.

Coming Soon | Marketing Hub Enterprise



Sales Hub Enterprise
As companies grow to operate in different regions, sell different products, and
exist across different brands, their sales processes and teams become more complex.

Sales Hub Enterprise makes it easy to scale your sales with advanced pipeline 
management across things like goals, playbooks and deal quote approval processes.



Goals
Measure your sales and services team's 
performance on a granular level with 
period-based quotas and SLAs.

In Beta | Sales & Service Hub Enterprise



Call Transcription

Let HubSpot conveniently transcribe any 
recorded call right inside your CRM.

& Recording

Available Now | Sales Hub Enterprise



eSignature
Collect signatures on quotes and other 
documents right inside of HubSpot.

Available Now | Sales Hub Enterprise



Quote Approvals
Require approval for quotes that meet 
certain criteria, like percentage discounts.

In Beta | Sales Hub Enterprise



Calling API
Integrate a third party telephony provider like 
AirCall with the communicator in HubSpot - 
no extensions or plugins needed.

In Beta | Sales Hub Enterprise



Playbooks
Build a library of sales best practices and resources. 
Use rules-based automation to surface recommended 
content to your sales team, right inside of HubSpot.

Available Now | Sales & Service Hub Enterprise



Service Hub Enterprise
As the business expands, so does the need to manage the post-sale experience for 
customers. Similar to the Sales Hub Enterprise, Service Hub Enterprise includes 
features like playbooks to ensure consistency in customer experience, health checks 
for proactive reach out strategies and goals to track performance.



Goals
Give individual agents and teams the ability to 
report on metrics related to a specific customer 
goal, like response time, ticket volume, resolution 
time, and customer experience related metrics. 

In Beta | Sales & Service Hub Enterprise



Health Scoring
Gain insight into the health and happiness of every 
customer. Identify customers who are at risk of 
churning and need intervention, and happy 
customers who you can leverage as part 
of promoter campaigns.

Coming Soon | Service Hub Enterprise



Playbooks
Build a library of best practices and 
resources for your customer service 
team. Use rules-based automation to 
surface recommended content 
at the right time.

Available Now | Sales & Service Hub Enterprise
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HUBSPOT VIDEO



HubSpot Video Marketing
Marketers can now host and manage video files 
inside of HubSpot for free. Users can embed those 
videos into website pages, and blog posts with just 
one click, and add in-video CTAs and forms to make 
videos interactive. 

New video landing page and blog post 
performance analytics help maximize the impact of 
video marketing campaigns.

Available Now | Marketing Hub Pro & Enterprise



HubSpot Video Selling
Salespeople can build stronger relationships with 
prospects by creating, sharing, and tracking 
personalized videos right from the HubSpot CRM. 

Available Now | Sales Hub Pro & Enterprise



HubSpot Video Service
Service teams can help customers faster and more 
completely with personalized help videos created 
and shared directly from Service Hub. 

Service agents can record their screen right from a 
ticket and send to customers, improving service and 
solving issues faster. Service teams can also host 
and embed videos in their knowledge base. 

Available Now | Service Hub Pro & Enterprise
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CROSS-OBJECT REPORTING



New Reports Builder
Teams can now drill down even further into their 
data with the new reports builder which looks at 
custom examples and cross-object reporting

Available Now | All Pro (20) & Enterprise (500)



New Reports Builder
Teams can now drill down even further into their 
data with the new reports builder which looks at 
custom examples and cross-object reporting

Available Now | All Pro (20) & Enterprise (500)
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